BUYERS CHECKLIST
Use this handy checklist when researching for your perfect off road trailer.
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Is it Australian made?
Does the Chassis have a 10 Year Guarantee?
Does the caper have a 5 Year warranty?
Is the chassis hot dipped galvanised and made from superior Australian made steel?
Does it have high quality independent suspension with quality shock absorbers?
Is the camper fully insulated including the roof, walls and floor to keep you warm in winter and
cool in summer?
Does it have a positive pressure dust suppression system?
Is the camper light weight less than 2000kg GTM to make less wear and tear on your vehicle and on the
environment, also saving you money and fuel?
Does it fit in a standard parking space, making it easy to store in a garage or visit shopping centres
for supplies or attractions?
Is it secure? Can you lock it up to protect your personal effects?
Does it have security screens for peace of mind when sleeping in warmer climates?
Does it have a minimum of 70Lt water storage for off-road traveling?
Is it light and durable enough to tow on tight remote tracks?
Does it have a full size queen bed? (the only thing to ruin a camping trip is a bad night’s sleep)
Can you hop into bed without any set up?
(Especially important in poor weather or arriving into complete of night)
Does it have space for at least a 50L fridge of your choice?
Does it have heavy duty roof racks capable of carrying a tinnie, kayaks or roof top tent for extra
sleeping capacity?
Does it have a payload of at least 50% of its tare weight?
Is the trailers tare weight genuine? (Weighed pre delivery including all accessories giving you a genuine
usable payload. This ensures no fines for being overweight or issues with insurance companies)
Is the water tank removable for cleaning and protected by suitable guards?
Does it come with options for Lithium Ion Battery upgrades?
Are all services under the trailer protected from rock spray?
Are all vents filtered to stop dust ingress?
Is the camper solar compatible?
Are all the components designed for off-road travels?
Where are the trailers designed to be taken? Ask the manufacturer what the trailer mas is designed for.
Does the trailer come standard with a 240V electrical system with double pole switching throughout as
per Australian Standards?
Is the trailer “ready to camp” or do you need to add options just to make it useable?
(Be weary of cheap entry prices to lure you in, only to find you need to add a swag of options just to
make it serviceable)
Is it made from full composite panel that is 100% water proof and will never rot,
unlike timber and plywood?
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